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An Erasmus+ - Project:
„Refugee Crisis: New Concepts, New Ideas and New Changes”
Topic #1:

Working on the project goal as ongoing work in international student groups: Creating a website like a textbook, which offers different
learning materials ( results of the mobilities) and especially a simulation game (C5) as well as regular columns (online reports)

Follow up as an ongoing evaluation process: Comparison and contrast the contentual discussions and the merger of national and
international disputes and results as well as the testing of the materials

Questionnaires and interviews: teachers and schools ‘ curricula, external partners, refugees and companies about the impact of the
project for them

De jure: the EU coping with integration – law and politics
 Simulation of an international panel discussion
Guiding Question: How does the EU and its member states deal with the
challenges of the current refugee crisis?

France

Germany

Italy (PP1)

View on the own country
Refugees: People flew from their countries because of war/ economy
 with no legal status

Public opinions – reaction

Political actions/ approaches changing in law
 Result: Presentation; Prezi, additional paper

Online Meeting (OM1):
Presentation of the country’s individual response towards the refugee
crisis


Comparison and finding different aspects concerning the handling
of the refugees crisis in the EU

France

Germany

Italy (PP1)

Deal with different aspects concerning the handling of the refugee
crisis in the EU in an international comparison

1st international meeting (C1)
De jure: the EU coping with integration – law and politics
• Presenting the findings and contrasting the EU’s position
with their own country’s position
• Preparation of role cards and role characters to discuss the
issue at hand from various political perspectives in mixed
teams
• Simulation of different interviews/ Creating some podcasts


…

Result: short clips/ panel discussion, role cards
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An Erasmus+ - Project:
„Refugee Crisis: New Concepts, New Ideas and New Changes”

Working on the project goal as ongoing work in international student groups: Creating a website like a textbook, which offers different
learning materials ( results of the mobilities) and especially a simulation game (C5) as well as regular columns (online reports)

Follow up as an ongoing evaluation process: Comparison and contrast the contentual discussions and the merger of national and
international disputes and results as well as the testing of the materials

Questionnaires and interviews: teachers and schools ‘ curricula, external partners, refugees and companies about the impact of the
project for them

Topic #2: Micro: local governments
De facto: regional focus on social integration concepts of local authorities and
integration programs in our schools
 Presenting interviews with authorities in politics, principals/ teachers and
newly arrived immigrants
Guiding Questions:
A: How do successful integration concepts in our local communities and in our
schools look like?
B: How can we develop own ideas for successful integration based on the insights
we gained?
C: How can other stakeholders in other countries benefit from these flagship
projects and our ideas?

France

Germany

Italy (PP2)

Guiding Question:
A: How do successful integration concepts in our local communities
and in our schools look like?
Analysis of:
Current state of individual local programs (facts, statistics,
conditions, ideas, goals, management structures
Central focal points of the projects (e.g. language, housing…)
– strengths and problems (e.g. bureaucracy, financial
situation)
Personal perspectives of people involved
 Result: online brochure for an overview of the local
concepts/ short video clips

France

Germany

Italy (PP2)

Guiding question: B: How can we develop own ideas for successful
integration based on the insights we gained?
 Result: presentations

2nd international meeting (C2)
De facto: regional focus on social integration concepts of local
authorities and integration programs in our schools
Guiding question: C: How can other stakeholders in other countries benefit
from these flagship projects and our ideas?
 An internship  Interviews/ videotaped discussion with stakeholders
about flagship projects (What do the stakeholders do? What do they
need?)
 Presentation of our own ideas
 Result: Videos, interviews
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An Erasmus+ - Project:
„Refugee Crisis: New Concepts, New Ideas and New Changes”

Working on the project goal as ongoing work in international student groups: Creating a website like a textbook, which offers
different learning materials ( results of the mobilities) and especially a simulation game (C5) as well as regular columns (online
reports)

Follow up as an ongoing evaluation process: Comparison and contrast the contentual discussions and the merger of national and
international disputes and results as well as the testing of the materials

Questionnaires and interviews: teachers and schools ‘ curricula, external partners, refugees and companies about the impact of
the project for them

Topic #3: Private level
Private integration initiatives and NGOs: Hanover, Montpellier, Modica
Guiding questions:
A: How do successful private integration initiatives and NGOs work?
B: In how far can private initiatives provide additional support where local
authorities can’t?
C: How can we inspire students to take responsibility and remain committed to
integration projects?
D: How can we publicly promote private initiatives which could be perfect role
models for others?
 Results: short video clips about different flagship projects &
motivational clips for young people to commit themselves to integration
projects

France

Germany

Italy (PP3)

Guiding Question:
A, B, D

Scrutinization of private programs and NGOs in the local
surrounding: methods and keys for success

Identifying flagship projects

Visiting these organisations and getting in touch with
employers, volunteers, immigrants
 Result: short video clips which introduce the work of
each program

3rd international meeting (C3)
Private integration initiatives and NGOs: Hanover, Montpellier,
Modica
• Two-day internship at a local NGOs
• Creating a motivational video to encourage young people to commit
themselves to integration projects

 Results: Motivation video
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An Erasmus+ - Project:
„Refugee Crisis: New Concepts, New Ideas and New Changes”
Topic #4

Working on the project goal as ongoing work in international student groups: Creating a website like a textbook, which offers different
learning materials ( results of the mobilities) and especially a simulation game (C5) as well as regular columns (online reports)

Follow up as an ongoing evaluation process: Comparison and contrast the contentual discussions and the merger of national and
international disputes and results as well as the testing of the materials

Questionnaires and interviews: teachers and schools ‘ curricula, external partners, refugees and companies about the impact of the
project for them

Labor market integration and access to vocational training
Guiding Questions:
A: What are the challenges and chances newly arrived immigrants face in
terms of a desired labor market integration?
B: What are the challenges and requirements private companies face
when trying to hire immigrants/ refugees?
C: How can we establish an exchange of both parties to discuss solutions
for a better integration on the labor market?
 Results: Panel discussion of challenges and chances of
integrating immigrants into the local labor market, a list with results
and new ideas

France

Germany

Italy (PP4)

Guiding questions: A, B
Research specifics of the local labor markets
List regional labor market initiatives
Search for existing networks
Obtain information on (real) experiences, problems and personal
success stories
 Results: short video clips





Online Meeting (OM4): = video conference
Presentation of the different systems of labor market initiatives
Reflection of the advantages and disadvantages of each system
 Guiding question: C

Preparation of the panel discussion
 Results: Building three (international) organization teams


-

Inviting representatives from various fields of expertise
Inviting local media
Preparing the promotion of the event in local media

4th international meeting (C4)
Labor market integration and access to vocational training





Imitating a discussion panel/ talk show with role cards (website)
Preparation of questions and input for the panel discussion based on our
findings and products (A, B, C)
Rehearsing the panel discussion
Cooperating with local media (NDR): technical equipment and
competences

 Results: videotaped panel discussion; list with results and new
ideas
2 design possibilities for the discussion:
I.
II.

Inviting real persons/ stakeholders  following and based on
the discussion: creating role cards as teaching material
Students play different stakeholders  in advance of the
discussion: preparing role cards
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An Erasmus+ - Project:
„Refugee Crisis: New Concepts, New Ideas and New Changes”

Working on the project goal as ongoing work in international student groups: Creating a website like a textbook, which offers
different learning materials ( results of the mobilities) and especially a simulation game (C5) as well as regular columns (online
reports)

Follow up as an ongoing evaluation process: Comparison and contrast the contentual discussions and the merger of national and
international disputes and results as well as the testing of the materials

Questionnaires and interviews: teachers and schools ‘ curricula, external partners, refugees and companies about the impact of
the project for them

Topic #5:
Presentation and dissemination event
Guiding questions/ aim:




Testing & evaluating simulation game and website
Finalizing website & simulation
Organizing an event for presenting our project to the media and
other schools

France

Germany

Italy (PP5)


Finalizing the construction of the website (country work)
Starting the work on final simulation game in international groups

Finding debate topics  UN-rules for the debate

Providing information for the teachers playing the game with their
classes  the simulation game as a teaching material

Defining the rules and the setting of the simulation game

Developing role cards
Online Meeting (OM5):





Presentation of results  finding criteria which allow us to evaluate the
practical applicability of the simulation game for teachers and students
Agreeing on the structure of the final event
Forming an organization group of teachers & students from Italy for the
final event
Shortly before C5: Testing phase for improving and modification of the
game (quality management)

France

Germany

Italy (PP5)


Quality management/ evaluation

Organization the final event

Inviting our project partners
Finishing/ Working on the role play
5th international meeting
Presentation and final event: Imitating a panel discussion/ talk show with
role cards (website)
Inviting our project partners, local schools, local media for presenting
our entire project and our final simulation game
• Possibility to invite external partners for discussion and input
Organization team (Italy): Completing the prearrangements for the event
(optional)
All others: Preparation the presentation (oral presentation, portfolio for the
press)
Playing the game
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